
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MUSIC IN THE 1950S IN THE UNITED STATES

Many musical styles flourished and combined in the s and s, most likely because of the influence of radio had in creating
a mass market for music.

The Dillards , however, were the ones to break bluegrass into mainstream markets in the early s. Its popularity
soon spawns the parody " Who Put the Bomp. Finally, late in the century, the African American cakewalk
evolved into ragtime , which became a North American and European sensation, while mainstream America
was enthralled by the brass band marches of John Philips Sousa. Car radios were also becoming more popular,
and more people were listening to the radio while driving. This characterized much of the s fashion â€” which
was emphasized by fragile femininity. In , there were only about six million households who had television,
but five years later that number jumped to about 39 million. Many of the earliest salsa musicians, like Tito
Puente , had had a long career in various styles of Latin music. Two of them, rapping and DJing , make up hip
hop music. First, it was the only form of popular music that specifically addressed and was tailored to
teenagers â€” there had been adult records and kiddie records, but nothing for that burgeoning bulge of the
baby-boom population caught between childhood and adulthood. Other bands that took part in this invasion
included the English pop rock group, The Dave Clark Five. And where, outside the wildest, most Dionysian
black storefront churches, had anyone heard or seen anything like Little Richard? Little Richard , one of the
great innovators in 's rock music, has often said that "Rhythm and Blues had a baby and somebody named it
rock and roll. By the 16th century, large-scale immigration of English, French and Spanish settlers brought
new kinds of folk music. Some music like blues and country reflected the hardships faced by many, while
most other popular music like big band and swing kept an upbeat feeling in the air. Country's Nashville sound
was slick and soulful, and a movement of rough honky tonk developed in a reaction against the mainstream
orientation of Nashville. However, America was involved again in other conflicts such as the Cold War where
the country and the Soviet Union, who were allies in World War II, became enemies which helped shape a
politically conservative climate in the country. With the addition of gospel inflections, doo wop's polished
sound and romantic ballads made it a major part of the s music scene, beginning in  An American roots revival
occurred simultaneously as a period of sexual liberation and racial conflict, leading to growth in the lyrical
maturity and complexity of popular music as songwriters wrote about the changes the country was going
through. The advantage of the new technology was that more musical information could be put on a record,
and it was of higher technical quality. Country and folk[ edit ] Main articles: Country music and Folk music
Merle Haggard led the rise of the Bakersfield Sound in the s, when the perceived superficiality of the
Nashville Sound led to a national wave that almost entirely switched country music's capital and sound within
the space of a few years. Country and folk music further developed as well, gaining newfound popularity and
acclaim for hard-edged folk music. The Africans were as culturally varied as the Native Americans, descended
from hundreds of ethnic groups in West Africa. Classic pop declined in popularity as rock and roll entered the
mainstream and became a major force in American record sales. Because much of the world was involved in
the war during the decade, many artists and groups put their efforts into entertaining troops, especially in the
US with the USO United States Service Organizations. Because of the population explosion, big housing
developments flourished. American youngsters started to invent their own clothing fashion and and new styles
of music. Radio stations began to program their music to fit the demographics of a new audience. Monroe
became the father of bluegrass music , and his band was a training ground for most of bluegrass' future stars,
especially Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs. Crooners such as Eddie Fisher , Perry Como , and Patti Page , who
had dominated the first half of the decade, found their access to the pop charts significantly curtailed by the
decade's end. It was so pervasive that many established singers and bands came out with disco songs to keep
up with the trends, including rockers like Blondie and Rod Stewart. By all sets were made with 21 inch
screens. For a very long time records and the radio were the predominant means of listening to your favorite
songs. Other forms of American roots music[ edit ] Though Appalachian and African American folk music
became the basis for most of American popular music, the United States is home to a diverse assortment of
ethnic groups. While music was developing, technology was also changing. The first few years of the s saw
the further rise of pop-hip hop, fed by the breakthrough success of Eminem. Both these trends died out
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quickly, however, grunge done in by Kurt Cobain 's death and disillusionisment with grunge, a form of
alternative rock, becoming mainstream. Gospel , blues and jazz were also diversifying during this period, with
new subgenres evolving in different cities like Memphis , New York, New Orleans and Chicago.
Album-oriented soul also appeared very late in the decade and into the next, with artists like Marvin Gaye , Al
Green and Curtis Mayfield taking soul beyond the realm of the single into cohesive album-length artistic
statements with a complex social conscience. The musical style originated and evolved in the United States
during the late s and early s, and quickly spread to much of the rest of the world. Want more Rolling Stone? It
became associated with hippies and the anti-war movement, civil rights, feminism and environmentalism,
paralleling the similar rise of Afrocentric Black Power in soul and funk. Hats were becoming less and less
popular among both men and women. CDs replaced tapes due to their greater storage capacities and better
sound quality. People like Haley and Presley were white, but sang in a black style. An even larger population
of young audiences in the United Kingdom listened to American blues.


